INTRODUCTION:
Why do Ritec , the manufacturers of the Clearshield systems, specify the use of an After Care regime
in order to validate the performance warranty on the products?
Any product that is exposed to the broad spectrum of environments that the Clearshield system is
exposed to, needs After Care. This has been proven in almost every environment, and consequently
Ritec developed a range of products targeted specifically at the various “need” applications.
From Internal applications which mainly suffer human generated contamination ( greasy finger
marks on any glass, soaps, shampoos and make-up on shower screens) to External applications
which suffer the weather range of extremes of temperature, excessive moisture to dry and dusty
conditions, high winds, as well as dust, bird lime, sea salt, silicone leaching, carbon and oxide
pollutions, it is plainly obvious that the After Care need exists.
The range of products are designed to enhance the performance promise of the Clearshield
treatments, assuring the client a far longer product life. This is not a laboratory based promise. The
evidence is from the field, where users continue to re-order after care product as they are extremely
happy with the results.
PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES
•

Clean-All (It’s a concentrate, so dilute it up to 25:1 with clean water)

Clean-All is an all rounder…..economical and versatile. It is terrific at general cleaning of most
surfaces, although Ritec developed it specifically as the regular clean fluid for any Clearshield treated
glass. It is also used to wipe down the Ritecoat surfaces..see Ritecoat under the PRODUCTS section
of this web site. Clearshield “easy-to-Clean” glass will only need a weak solution of Clean-All, and
contaminants do not readily stick to treated surfaces. Strengthen up the Clean-All mix for cleaning
nicotine, cooking oils, grease, fingermarks, traffic film and general dirt. Clean-All is Environmentally
friendly, water-based and biodegradable. Put it to the test….the efficacy test, and the price test.
•

Limescale Remover

Limescale Remover is effective for cleaning hard water scale from all types of glass, but is really very
effective when used as an after care on Clearshield treated glass. Whether the glass is sandblasted
or clear, internal or external, this product removes the scale exceptionally well, and leaves the
Clearshield surface sparkling with a renewed energy. Very rewarding indeed. Use Limescale Remover
as is from the bottle…do not ever dilute.
We have found this product to also work on ceramic, enamel, metal and plastic surfaces in and
around the home.
Limescale Remover is not recommended for use on marble or surfaces not resistant to acid.
Limescale Remover is very economical, is non-abrasive and is environmentally responsible.
•

Aftercare for Shower Glass

-

A very effecttive cleaner,, disinfectantt thanks to added biocidees, and enhaancer of CleaarShieldprotected gllass thanks to added Con
nditioner. Re
egular use inccreases ClearShield Show
wer
Protect’s waarranty in a shower
s
envirronment from
m 3 to 6 years.

-

A non-abrassive cleaner to
t remove so
oaps, body faats and light limescale deeposits.
An effective disinfectantt to improve hygiene in the
t bathroom
m
A conditioneer and enhan
ncer for ClearShield Glasss, promotingg an even lon
nger lasting
performancee

AP
For bestt results and to maximizee the perform
mance of you
ur ClearShield-protected Shower Glasss, we
suggest you squeegeee the glass dry
d after eacch use. When
n the glass needs a clean
n, ( depends on
s
nozzle provided; ge
ently
frequency of usage) apply the AffterCare for Shower Glasss using the spray
spread the
t fluid over the entire glass
g
surfacee and polish in
i with a softt cloth.
This AfteerCare offerss optimum cleaning beneefits, maximiizing the efficacy of ClearShield. The antibacteriaal formula leaaves a clean,, fresh scent..
AfterCarre for Showeer Glass is alsso safe to usee on all show
wer framewo
ork and hardware. In hard water
areas, more
m
regular use may be needed.
And finaally, this speccialist producct is versatilee, and can also be used on
o treated w
window glass,, and on
sandblassted glass.
•

General rule
es when maiintaining you
ur Clearshield treated gllass

DO NOTT USE any abrrasive scouriing powders,, sponges or pads.
Avoid ussing highly alkaline cleaners.
Do not use sharp instruments to
o clean your glass. These
e can perman
nently damagge the glass, and in
any even
nt, Clearshieeld “easy-to-cclean” glass would neverr require succh drastic attention.

